
 
 

                                                                                                     
                                                               THE RULES WORLD´S CONTESTS  
                                                                   MISS & MISTER DEAF WORLD & EUROPE & ASIA ¨ 
           1).     Each Miss and Mister Deaf contestant can participate only once 

         2).     Miss and Mister deaf contestant cannot have kids.  
         3).     Miss and Mister Deaf can be accepted to the contest aged between 18 and 33 years old 
         4).     Deaf and hard of hearing girls can participate in world contests if they have size:  
       5).    The smallest height for girls       160 cm  
       6).    Maximum chest circumference    98 cm 
       7).    Maximum  waist circumference    63 cm  waist circumference is measured at the level of the navel.    
         8).     Maximum hips circumference          94 cm  hips circumference is measured at the widest  part buttocks.  
           
         9).     Girls with a height of  over           180 cm 
       10).     Maximum chest circumference    98 cm 
       11).     Maximum waist circumference    66 cm  waist circumference is measured at  the level of the navel. 
       12).     Maximum hips circumference      97 cm circumference of hips is measured at the widest part buttocks¨ 
       13).     Deaf  and hard  of hearing boys can  participate in World contests if they have the smalles height 165 cm  
                    and maximum chest circumference  110 cm 

 
            15).    Contestant Miss and Mister must  be deaf or very hard  hearing with more than 75% hearing impairment.Every           
                       contestant  Miss  and Mister Deaf must  know the  sign language  of  his country  or international sign language, 
                       Miss  and Mister Deaf   can  represent  o the world  cotests  only the  country  of  their nationality, which must be   
                        marked in passport or ID. 

 
           16).     A country that  wants  to send  winner their  Miss  & Mister Deaf the  to the  contests  Miss  & Mister Deaf World 

     & Europe & Asia must  send  a binding application and  other  required  documents  and  photo  at  latest by the  
     latest to date which is marked in the  application for  World contests Miss - Mister Deaf World  & Europe & Asia            
     on e-mail: josef@missdeafworld2011-2020.com  
 

          17).      Each registered Miss and Mister Deaf must send  the application along with   3 photos  in high quality,not older  
      than 2 months. Photo 1 is the figure in bathing suit photo  2 is the figure in dress and the third photo is portrait 
      portrait. Each contestant must send a copy of their passport  or  ID  to organizer’s  e-mail and these  pasport or      
      ID must be valid for at least still one year from date of sending them. 
 

            18).     After Miss  and Mister Deaf send their application and   3 photos and  passport copy on e-mail organizer world           
       contests, the organizer will send those country who  need visa to country the world competition will take place   
       that year the invitation which is submit necessary  to each application for visas on Embassy in the state where        
       the world competition will take place.  All Miss and Mister Deaf who will need an entry visa to state  where the                  
       world  annuall competitions  will take place you must  arrange visa at  Embassy of the country tate where  the               
       will  be annual the  world contests Miss and Mister Deaf World  & Europe &  Asia themselves. 
 

             19).    Orgaizer the world  contests  Miss -  Mister Deaf World  & Europe  & Asia provides  for all  winning contestants    
       Miss  and  Mister Deaf of their states during their stay  at the  annual  World  contests food, accomodation and          
       non alcoholic drinks free. States  that do no organize  annuall  contests  Miss  and  Mister Deaf  their countries              
       also can  send one  deaf boy and girl on world´s  the  contests  Miss - Mister Deaf  World  & Europe  &  Asia and                                    
       also they  will have their stay on the world contests  food, accomodation and non alcoholic drinks  free.  

 
             20).     That your application could be accepted into  world  competition  Miss  & Mister Deaf World  & Europe  & Asia         

            You must read all rules and info  concerning  world contests  Miss  & Mister Deaf World  & Europe  & Asia and  
               application and the  rules contests must sign and write  the date of  signatur. otherwise  they can not  come on 
                the world contests Miss & Mister Deaf World & Europe & Asia and also World Fashion show. 
 
   21).      In event that someone conceals  a tattoo and it is discovered  after arriving  at  the world competition he will  
                be immediately excluded from competition at his own financial expense. Competing girls and boys can have a 
                tattoo, but it is necessary  to have it approved by the organizer  of the world competition and send a photo of  
                this tattoo with the world competition application on the e-mail organizer world contests 

¨ 
 

            Miss or Mister Deaf contestant’s  signature ……………………………………..  date……………………………………….. 
 
             Josef Uhlíř president World contests 
             MiISS & MISTER DEAF WORLD & EUROPE & ASIA  and THE WORLD FASHION SHOW 

             E-mail:  josef@missdeafworld2011-2020.com  --   

             Facebook – http .www. facebook.com/profile.php?id=100090218169156 

             World competition Website - https://www.missdeafworld2011-2020.com 
    

                                             Contests manager Sabína Dvulitová  e-mail:sabina.mmdw@gmail.com  skype: sabina.mmdw ( sign language )    
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